SERVING THOSE WHO SERVE

BECAUSE EVERY HERO DESERVES TO COME HOME
ADS, Inc. provides equipment, procurement, logistics, and supply chain solutions. We offer access to the largest selection of **products and services**, the broadest array of **procurement and contract options**, as well as **world-class expertise and support** to assist you—every step of the way.

**Who We Serve:**
- U.S. Department of Defense
- Federal, State & Local Agencies
- U.S. Partner Nations
- Defense Contractors
- Protective Services Organizations
- Humanitarian Organizations

**What We Offer:**
- Equipment & Kitted Solutions
- Procurement Support
- Program Management
- Logistics Support
- Kitting & Assembly
- Packaging & Engineering
- Warehousing & Transportation

**How We Do It:**
Finding the right products and services is only part of the solution. No matter where your requirement is in its life cycle, ADS can help.

**ADS, Inc.**
621 Lynnhaven Parkway
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
+1 800.948.9433
CustomerCare@adsinc.com

**ADS is a Small Business**
- **NAICS Code:** Classified under 70+ NAICS codes
- **DUNS:** 027079776
- **CAGE Code:** 1CAY9
- **Federal Tax ID:** 54.1867268
When it comes to Maintenance, Repair, and Operations (MRO), ADS offers the best tools, vehicles, construction and safety equipment, as well as the proper storage.

Let ADS track down the right equipment for your mission and pair it with the best storage solution so your investment remains mission ready—and in the right hands.

There’s a Kit for That

**One Name:** Tools, Equipment & Kitting (TEK) Solutions - Carpenter’s Kit

**One Part Number:** Call 800.948.9433 for 24/7 Support

**One Procurement Source:** ADS, Inc.

The TEK Carpenters Kit is customizable and comes pre-configured with up-to-date carpentry hand and power tools. In Accordance With (IAW) military mission requirements, this state-of-the-art tool kit allows a four-person crew to execute basic builder construction, including: setting elevations, forming, framing, roofing, sheeting, and other general carpentry tasks.
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THERE’S A KIT FOR THAT

ONE NAME | ONE PART NUMBER | ONE PROCUREMENT SOURCE
Kits simplify inventory control and accountability, while also providing security, standardization, and reduction in procurement costs. Our solutions-driven kitting approach ensures all your equipment is organized and protected in one, easy-to-handle package. From large-scale kitting programs for Maintenance, Repair, and Operations (MRO) to unit-level requirements for combat support missions, our past performance speaks for itself.

**Kitting Programs of Record**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Contract Length:</th>
<th>Volume-Delivered:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Gen III Extended Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS)</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>1,101,220 Tops &amp; 1,101,118 Bottoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Fire Resistant Environmental Ensemble (FREE) Kits</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>125,000 Kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Firefighter Individual Requirements Equipment Sets (FIRES) Kits</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>873 Firefighters; 130 Containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Marine Corps Shoulder-launched Multipurpose Assault Weapon (SMAW MOD 2) Kits</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>167 (started September 13, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Family of Boats and Motors (FOBAM) Kits</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>129 P4.7 Boats, 238 P5.8 Boats, 557 Motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Fire Resistant Environmental Ensemble (FREE) Kits</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>125,000 Kits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“**EXPECT THE BEST WITH ADS’ ISO 9001:2015 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFICATION**

We appreciate and are very impressed with the attention to detail and work hours you and the ADS team have put into this project. Shipping over $2M worth of electrical items to many different locations around the USA is no easy task. Our units have expressed how happy they are with the inventory and pictures on each kit.”

— **Tool Product End Item Manager**

Supply Support Branch for Naval Facilities (NAVFAC) Engineering and Expeditionary Warfare Center (EXWC)
MOVING YOUR REQUIREMENT FORWARD

WE SIMPLIFY THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS | ADSINC.COM/CONTRACTS
ADS can…

Help you select quality, cost-effective equipment
Guide you through one of our 50+ procurement options
Commit to on-time, on-target delivery
Develop custom kits

50+ WAYS TO BUY

#3 TOP 5 DLA CONTRACTOR
#24 TOP 25 GSA CONTRACTOR
#42 TOP 50 FEDERAL CONTRACTOR

DLA’s Tailored Logistics Support Program (TLSP)

We Work With DLA Every Day. ADS is a participating vendor in both the Special Operational Equipment (SOE) and the Fire & Emergency Services Equipment (F&ESE) DLA TLS Programs. These dynamic DLA contracts offer all military services and federal agencies access to the latest commercial off-the-shelf equipment, services, and training.

Easy to use, streamlined acquisition process
On-time deliveries and dedicated customer support
Managed with strict government oversight under an audit ready process with coordination between your finance office and DLA
All orders are processed using MILSTRIP requisitions or Military Interdepartmental Purchase Requests (MIPRs)

TIP: Since funding isn’t tied to the transaction until you agree to the final price and send back your MIPR/ MILSTRIP, you can submit your order without having any obligation to spend.

GSA Schedules

GSA Advantage is the federal government’s premier online shopping superstore, giving federal agencies access to millions of pre-negotiated products and services.

ADS holds multiple GSA Contracts, offering 20,000+ products and professional services from 150+ suppliers
Competitive, market-based pricing leverages the buying power of the federal government with the ability to negotiate further discounts at the order level
Tailor orders to get what you need by customizing terms and conditions
E-tools give quick and easy access to industry partners and help customers maximize competition

FedMall

FedMall is an e-commerce ordering system for DoD, Federal, State, and authorized local agencies to acquire products from commercial suppliers.

ADS’ FedMall product catalog has 3,500+ products from 200+ suppliers
Easy-to-use point, click, and ship system
Order management features include shipping notices, tracking information, and the ability to ship to multiple locations
Use Government Purchase Card or MILSTRIP requisitions to easily fund your purchases

“Working with ADS and utilizing the DLA TLS Program has truly been easy compared to the usual contracting procedure. ADS supports each request from ‘cradle to grave,’ ensuring we are updated as each step of the TLS Program occurs.”

— S-3 Division Leading Chief Petty Officer
U.S. Navy
TWO DECADES OF PROVEN PERFORMANCE

IF THE RIGHT SOLUTION DOESN’T EXIST, WE’LL CREATE IT
OUR HISTORY OF SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTING ON FEDERALLY-FUNDED PROGRAMS AND CONTRACTS SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

- **2000**
  - DLA Marine, Lifesaving, Diving, and Search and Rescue Prime Vendor
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2004**
  - Law Enforcement and Emergency Response GSA Schedule 84
  - Federally-Funded Agencies

- **2005**
  - DLA Special Operations Prime Vendor Equipment
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies
  - DLA FedMall (formerly DOD eMALL) Online Marketplace
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2006**
  - GEN III Extended Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS)
  - U.S. Army

- **2008**
  - DLA Fire and Emergency Services Equipment (F&ESE)
  - Tailored Logistics Support Program (TLSP)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2009**
  - Special Operations (SOE)
  - Tailored Logistics Support Program (TLSP)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies
  - DLA Fire Resistant Equipment Ensemble (FREE)
  - U.S. Army

- **2010**
  - Firefighter Individual Requirement Equipment Set (FIRES)
  - U.S. Air Force

- **2011**
  - Hardware Superstore GSA Schedule 51v
  - Federally-Funded Agencies

- **2012**
  - SPAWAR COTS Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance Support Equipment
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies
  - DLA Electronic Medical Catalog (ECAT)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2013**
  - Army Family of Boats and Motors (FOBAM)
  - U.S. Army
  - DLA Heavy Equipment Procurement Program (HEPP)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2014**
  - DLA AFRICOM Maintenance, Repair, and Operations (MRO)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies

- **2015**
  - Marine Corps Shoulder-launched Multipurpose Assault Weapon (SMAW)
  - U.S. Marine Corps
  - DLA EUCOM Maintenance, Repair, and Operations (MRO)
  - DoD and Other Federal Agencies
  - Basic Expeditionary Airfield Resources (BEAR) Kitchens
  - U.S. Air Force

- **2016**
  - Counter Narcotics and Global Threats (CN&GT)
  - U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army

- **2017**
  - Air Force Fire Emergency Services Personal Protective Equipment (FES-PPE)
  - U.S. Air Force

- **2018**
  - Modular Handgun Holster
  - U.S. Army

- **2019**
  - Medical SKO
  - U.S. Army

SEE MORE PROGRAMS AT: ADSINC.COM/PROVEN-PERFORMANCE

24/7 CUSTOMER CARE +1 800.948.9433
In order for operational equipment to be stored for long periods of time yet be rapidly deployable and then effectively operate when called upon, it must withstand common storage challenges. Among these challenges are harsh environmental conditions that lead to rust, corrosion, dry rot, mildew, and mold.

Hard shelters, soft shelters, container systems, and tarps are a few of the ways operational equipment—such as vehicles, tanks, weaponry, tools, parachutes, and white gear—are currently being stored long term, offering varying levels of protection from the elements.

For more frequent use, protective covers offer short-term storage that helps protect assets from the following issues:

- Mold and corrosion
- Coating system deterioration due to UV and abrasion
- Equipment electronic failure from corrosion and excessive heat damage
- Airborne particulates that cause corrosion and sand damage

**Cocoon, Inc.’s protective covers, warehousing, and storage systems** dramatically reduce corrosion and improve readiness while reducing maintenance, and extending equipment lifecycles.

- Turret and ground vehicle protection
- Rotary and fixed-wing protection
- Power and storage container protection
- Corrosion preventative warehousing and storage systems
- Aviation hangars and vehicle storage structures

Operational readiness of military equipment degrades in corrosive environmental conditions during storage and transportation. Plank Road Technologies provides corrosion prevention during storage and transportation with the SecurePac and Low Oxygen Content (LOC) System.

Together, the SecurePac and LOC System greatly reduce the corrosive effects of harsh environmental conditions, thereby improving operational readiness and reducing expensive maintenance.

**Plank Road Technologies LOC System** is a portable system that reduces oxygen, removes humidity, and reduces particulates (the factors that cause corrosion) inside the SecurePac during storage and transportation. Their **SecurePac** is a durable, reusable, airtight covering that fully encapsulates equipment.
Mission critical equipment is only as good as its storage, which is why ADS delivers diverse storage solutions that:

- Protect assets
- Increase accountability
- Maximize space
- Improve operational efficiency

Mission critical equipment is only as good as its storage, which is why ADS delivers diverse storage solutions that:

- Protect assets
- Increase accountability
- Maximize space
- Improve operational efficiency

We work with top suppliers to properly organize and store assets while maintaining workspace and readiness for everything from armory storage to clinics.

**Spacesaver’s Universal® Weapon Rack Storage System (UWR®)** is ready to securely store a variety of weapons from rifles to side arms, and gear bags to optics, all utilizing the same cabinet frame. This ability to store multiple weapons in one system, and do so without the need to disassemble or zero the weapon, enhances operational readiness.
ADS’ years of technical and contracting experience lends itself to researching, innovating, and developing adaptive solutions to fulfill warfighters aviation requirements.

**Phase Maintenance Kits, Hardware Tracking & Organization Tools**

When it comes to aviation maintenance and ground support, turn times are key. ADS’ tailored kitting solutions improve parts reliability, reduce maintenance cycle time and costs, and improve mission readiness while meeting demanding production schedules. Just as important to maintaining the aircraft, eliminating foreign object debris (FOD) is paramount. ADS offers durable, reusable, and time-saving tools that organize and control nuts, bolts, screws, and fasteners for small to large mechanical repairs.

**Complete Tool Control Sets**

These aviation maintenance and ground support tool control sets include the tools themselves, die cut custom foam inserts for each drawer, and a toolbox—allowing for maximum organization and FOD reduction. The tools have been hand-selected by ADS with input from customers in the military and industry.

**3D Additive Manufacturing Maintenance Capability**

ADS recognized a need for providing the military with the means to manufacture replacement parts to legacy systems. Additive manufacturing offers the military a way to produce obsolete or time-sensitive repair parts for advanced vehicles and military systems. This innovative integration with existing COTS items allows for direct manufacturing of parts from 3D CAD files, eliminating the cost and time involved in tooling.

---

**MQ-9 REAPER AVIATION GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT**

General Atomics’ MQ-9 Reaper UAV faces extreme elements when utilized during in-flight operations. Finding an integrated environmental control unit (ECU) that met the unique heating and cooling requirements presented a challenge for the MQ-9 manufacturer and the U.S. Air Force.

**MISSION COMPLETED**

ADS worked with Air Rover to design and manufacture an integrated Flight Line Ground Support ECU capable of operation from -30 to 150 degrees with low ambient control. This one-of-a-kind solution was tailored to the specific needs of the MQ-9 and the invaluable technology it encompasses. USAF’s Medium Altitude UAS Division was able to quickly and easily procure the product with the help of ADS.

Air Rover’s Environmental Control Unit (ECU) is a one-of-a-kind solution designed specifically to meet the USAF needs of the MQ-9 and the invaluable technology it encompasses.
VEHICLE INTEGRATION & ACCESSORIES

Whether it’s a Utility Vehicle for Airfield Damage Repair, Mobile Maintenance on the flight line or in the field, or for Tactical Operations, ADS can meet your mission’s requirements.

All-terrain vehicles
Forklifts & heavy equipment
Construction vehicles
Support & utility vehicles
Vehicle accessories

MISSION COMPLETED
An innovative strategic partnership allowed ADS to provide a unique solution for the challenges facing the 90th Ground Combat Training Squadron in Camp Guernsey, WY. The unique Wyoming terrain and climate posed special fire challenges. To help combat these challenges, ADS teamed with a top vehicle outfitter to produce specially designed firefighting UTVS. Each machine included water storage, high pressure pumps, hoses, and a foam system.

When the Air National Guard needed a rapidly deployable feeding capability for emergency responses, Babington Technology’s Disaster Relief Mobile Kitchen (DRMKT) provided a solution capable of preparing up to 8,000 meals per day that runs on just 2.8 kilowatts—1/10th of the amount of electricity required for a single commercial griddle.

Supporting all facets of MRO

FEEDING THE MASSES

Whether responding to a domestic emergency or providing hot meals for warfighters in the field, using closed combustion heat exchangers is the future of on-the-move cooking.

Safer—no open flame that can cause excessive heat and carbon monoxide exposure

More efficient and economical

Reduced energy consumption

Babington Technology’s FlexFire™ Burner is a D/C powered, enhanced version of the Airtronic that enables new, off-grid sustainment capability for heating, cooking, and sanitizing appliances. It combines the signature clean fire and multi-liquid fuel capability of the Airtronic with reduced electrical demand.